29-11-2014
CS conveys our concern to CGM regarding recent ambigious order of
enhancement of VDA of Job-Contactors' Labour(See letter)

24-11-2014
Advisor(E)/CHQ,CS & ACS/CTD AIBSNLEA attended the Open Session
of 6th AIC of SNATTA at Ramkrishna Mission Institute of Culture,
Golpark, Kolkata on 23-11-2014.GS could not be present due to preoccupation. CS addressed the gathering of DR TTAs from all over the
country describing the as future executives of BSNL who are
technologically capable.He also assured that AIBSNLEA will always
extend hand of co-operation in achieving legitimate demands of
SNATTA as was done in reducing eligibility years for appearing in JTO
LICE.He also expected that these young group will thrive for
betterment of BSNL.(click for glimpses)

22-11-2014
Notice for indefinite Strike from 3rd February, 2015 by BSNL Executives and NonExecutives: Forum of BSNL Unions & Associations served Notice on 18.11.2014
to Secretary, DoT and CMD, BSNL on various demands related to growth and
viability of BSNL.
Programme of Action
1. "Demands Day" on 11th December 2014 with Lunch Hour Demonstrations.
2. 10 Days Campaign from 11th to 20th December 2014.
3. "March to Parliament" on 19th December 2014.
4. 3 Days Dharna at SSA/Circle/BSNL CO from 6th to 8th January 2015.
5. Indefinite Strike from 3rd February 2015.
Charter of Demands:
1. Filling up the posts of CMD/BSNL and DIR(Finance) and DIR(HR) of BSNL
Board:
2. Formation of subsidiary companies of BSNL.
3. Compensation for Loss on landlines for rural / remote area service.
4. Procurement of equipment for development, expansion and better service,
more focus on laying OF cable to strengthen the transmission network.

5. Transfer of Assets to BSNL
6. Proposal for Merger of BSNL and MTNL.
7. Spectrum Liberalisation and Trading.
8. Pension contribution on actual basic instead of maximum of the pay scale for
the employees absorbed from DoT to BSNL.
9. Reject the recommendation of TRAI to force BSNL to surrender 1.2 MHz
spectrum in premium 900 MHz band.
10. Reject M/s Deloittee Consultant recommendations
11. Allotment of spectrum free to BSNL
12. Provide financial assistance to BSNL to expand the network.
13. BBNL should be merged with BSNL
14. 4G Services should be started by BSNL.
15. Refund of BWA spectrum charges by the Government for the spectrum
surrendered by BSNL earlier.
16. 78.2% IDA merger fixation for pre-2007 and post-2007 Pensioners.
17. Pension Revision of BSNL Pensioners
18. Fresh Recruitment of Staff required
19. BSNL service to be mandatory to Central Government, State Government and
PSUs:
20. Condition of mandatory purchase of equipments from ITI to be
scrapped. <Click here for Notice>

All the CHQ Office Bearers, Circle / Branch Secretaries are requested to
ensure that Programme of action as mentioned above will be
implemented in true sprit.

21-11-2014
CS writes to CGM for issue of Diary 2015 order(click to see)

15-11-2014
Formal CGM meeting with AIBSNLEA/CTD was held on 14th November
2014 at TB conference room successfully (see detail of proceeding)

BE UNITED! FIGHT AGAINST FALSE
PROPAGANDA!!
ACTUAL FACTS ABOUT EARNEST EFFORT OF AIBSNLEA
FOR THE CAUSE OF JAO-2010 & 2013
GS, FS discussed with GM (FP) regarding:
Some Circles have reported that some ill motivated propaganda has been mooted out
against AIBSNLEA by some forces to destabilize the unity of the Association. Their
main target is JAOs of 2010 and 2013 batch. This force who has earlier branded the
accounts cadre as parasites of BSNL and AIBSNLEA as "Ali Baba and Chalis Chor"
have not written even 5 letters on HR issues of Accounts Cadre in last 5 years to
GM(FP) or ED (finance) has suddenly become lover of Accounts cadre and spreading
all false and mala-fide news against AIBSNLEA. We are sure that our members will
not believe in such mal-propaganda, still to refresh our memory we are reiterating
below the action taken so far only by AIBSNLEA and the latest position of the issues
related to JAOs 2010 and 2013 batches.
CPC from JAO to AO: We expressed our serious concern against delay in issuing
promotion order from JAO to AO. GM (FP) appreciated our concern and mentioned
that the CPC is yet to be cleared by CLO; he categorically told that the AO vacancies
up to 1.7.2013 were taken into consideration while initiating the CPC to fill-up about
1600 AOs Posts by the competent authority and accordingly SC/ST quota vacancies
are to be filled-up. The SEA cell initiated CPC one year before with the eligible JAOs
for promotion on 1.7.2013. wherein about 1450 JAOs are found eligible for promotion
and their CPC was completed one month before but Pers. cell BSNL CO advice to
split CPC in two parts i.e. 1135 AOs vacancies may be filled up by JAO-2004 batch
without implementation of SC/ST roaster points as per the Hon'ble CAT Chandigarh
judgment and remaining 315 AOs Posts by implementing SC/ST roaster of JAO-2006
and 2007 batches may be considered for promotion to avoid contempt of court. But
this proposal is not accepted by CLO and he is emphasizing that against all the
vacancies up-to 1.7.2013 (about 1600), the SC/ST quota roaster has to be
implemented SEA cell (about 240 SC+ 180 ST) posts of AOs. But SEA cell has
considered JAOs up-to 2007 batch only for CPC who were eligible for promotion on
1.7.2013 and assuring CLO that the entire SC/ST back log vacancies will be carried
forward in the next AO CPC immediately and this is not being agreed by CLO. GM
(FP) explained that in case all the 400 SC/ST quota vacancies are considered for
promotion now in that case SC/ST JAOs of 2010 batch are to be considered for which
JAOs seniority list has to be finalized and ACRs/VCRs are to be collected to conduct
further CPC which may take another 4-5 months time. However, he further mentioned

that all the queries made by CLO will be clarified today itself and after his final
comments the competent authority will take the decision in this regard.
The fact remains that with the consistent efforts of AIBSNLEA, the CPC from JAO to
AO was initiated in the year 2009-2010 to fill–up about 500 AO Posts but some JAOs
approach the Hon'ble Court and obtained a stay order against this CPC and issue is
dragged for the last three years. Finally Hon'ble CAT Chandigarh delivered the
judgment in the year 2013 and SEA cell, BSNL CO after taking the legal opinion of
BSNL's Senior Advocate initiated the CPC from JAO to AO to fill-up the AO vacancies
up-to 1.7.2013 and accordingly the CPC was initiated. With the efforts of AIBSNLEA
the ACRs/VCRs scrutiny work was given to the respective circles to expedite CPC at
the earliest and finally succeeded in completing the CPC work but one CPC member
“CLO BSNL” did not agree the CPC minutes in view of Hon'ble CAT Judgment for
SC/ST roaster implementation and the stalemate is continuing. AIBSNLEA has
already discussed the matter with CMD, Director (Finance), ED (Finance), GM(Pers.)
GM(FP), and CLO for expediting the CPC but the unanimity has not reached .
However, AIBSNLEA is seriously perusing the matter for early promotion orders. Our
member should appreciate the constraints as mentioned above. AIBSNLEA is also
committed that all the JAOs vacancies should be filled-up by considering JAO 2010
batch also. It is humbly requested to defeat the wasted interests who are trying to
create the confusion and false propaganda against AIBSNLEA.
The 5-increments benefit to JAO-2013, JTO (SRD) and PA Cadres were taken up by
AIBSNLEA only and on the consistent efforts of AIBSNLEA, Management Committee
of BSNL Board has approved 5-Increments however, which is pending for the BSNL
Board approval. AIBSNLEA is sincerely trying to get the Board approval on the
issues in the next Board meeting.

BE UNITED! FIGHT AGAINST DISRUPTERS!!
13-11-2014
CS & ACS met GM(HR & Admn.) & PGM (CFA) separately on 12-112014.We expressed deep concern about extreme shortage of SDEs in
outdoor section in different area.Especially,in Circus exchange & BZ
exchange the problem is most acute.We demanded immediate
intervention and posting for the interest of service,if required
rearrangement may done.

Both of them appreciated our concern and consented to look after the
matter on priority basis.
We also pointed out that departmental endorsement regarding
enhanced VDA as per RLC guideline wef 01-10-2014 has not been
done yet.For this reason enhanced wages bills are not being
submitted.A serious problem may arise. PGM enquired about the file
and asuured to look into so that it can be released at the earliest.
We also discussed about some problems regarding HCU & BSNLMRS.

10-11-2014
We deeply mourn the sad demise of mother of Com.Susanta Das
BS/North.She passed away today at 12-00 noon.We covey our
deepest condolence to the bereaved family,may her soul RIP.

10-11-2014
JOINT GB MEETING OF AIBSNLEA & AIGETOA AT CTO ON 7th
November 2014
A Historical Joint General Body Meeting was organized on 7th November 2014
spectacularly at Telegraph Institute hall (CTO)Kolkata by Calcutta Telephones and
West Bengal circles of AIBSNLEA & AIGETOA. The hall was jam packed. Many
comrades stood behind and also in the lawn.
The meeting was presided by a presidium consisting of Com. Swapan Kumar Basu
President,AIBSNLEA/WB; Com.Tridip Chakraborty President, AIBSNLEA/CTD;
Com.Prasant Jain President,AIGETOA/WB & Com. Manish Sood Vice
President,AIGETOA/CTD.
The meeting started after the felicitation programme to the All India and Circle
leaders.
The welcome address was given by our veteran leader Com.Amit Gupta. He
expressed his gratitude and analyzed the necessity of the unity of two associations
which is the need of the hour.Com.Dipak Sahoo CS/CTD & AGS/CHQ/AIGETOA
analyzed the condition of the struggle of the engineers and the step motherly attitude

of the BSNL Management.Com. Bijay Bhattacharjee CS/WB &
OS(EAST)/CHQ/AIBSNLEA expressed his concern about some anti-democratic
attitude of some other association and the need of this unity in everywhere.
Com. Prasun Kumar Mukhopadhyay CS/CTD/AIBSNLEA severely criticized some
unruly activities, false & baseless propaganda by very few persons in CTD and
betrayal history of some other association. He also explained the efforts taken by CTD
circle by passing the resolutions in CWC and AIC and action taken by CHQ regarding
JAO2010 option case,JAO2013 five increment case etc.
Com.Ravi Shil Verma President/AIGETOA/CHQ expressed his gratitude for the
support of AIBSNLEA at the time of their agitation. He also told that only united
struggle can achievethe long awaited and justified demands like 30% superannuation
benefit of direct recruit executives,E2&E3 pay scale of JTO/SDE etc.
Com Prahlad Rai GS/AIBSNLEA/CHQ in his deliberation thanked CTD & WB
circle members of both the associations for this huge gathering and then analyzed the
facts behind the delay of JAO to AO DPC,Condition of Chandigarh court, Verdict of
Supreme court ,our role and the role of CLO section. He stated that
DGM(F),CAO(REGULAR) promotion order issued under the persuasion of
AIBSNLEA only. The left out candidates for CAO regular will be considered soon.
Five increments demand of 2013 JAO/PA has been approved by the Management
committee and waiting for the approval of the BSNL Board. He told that AIBSNLEA
is the only association who always protect the interest of the Accounts cadre as well
as Engineering, PA/PS, AD(OL)& all.
Com. Rai expressed his deep concern about continuous delay of JTO to SDE 67%
QUOTA DPC due to court cases. Our association has already impleaded and
mentioned in this case but the promotion order will be issued very shortly after the
clearance from the Court.The DE(REGULAR)order was issued by our active
persuasion. He explained the condition of PPS post creation and AD(OL)
restructuring case in details.
Lastly, Com. Rai requested all the members of both the associations to extend the
unity upto the base level and hold the patience because AIBSNLEA surely win in the
referendum and joint struggle of these two associations will be the only way to
achieve the long awaited demands of ourselves.
Com. Basudeb Chakraborty AGS(F)/AIBSNLEA/CHQ & Com.Prasun Mukherjee
ADVISOR(East)/AIBSNLEA/CHQ were also present in the dias.Com. Manish Sood
VP/AIGETOA/CTD gave the vote of thanks and told that it is the beginning of a new
era and we shall embrace the success in near future.

The meeting was ended with grand success and slogan:

AIBSNLEA ZINDABAD ! AIGETOA ZINDABAD!
AIBSNLEA-AIGETOA UNITY ZINDABAD!!

(CLICK HERE FOR GLIMPSES)
<<<Click here for glimpses>>>

